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Automatic Calling Mode Selection Based on Availability of Preferred Wi-Fi networks
ABSTRACT
In areas with poor cellular network coverage, Wi-Fi calling mode can enable users to
place and receive phone calls. However, manual selection of calling modes is cumbersome.
Further, a user device may shift between Wi-Fi calling and cellular calling modes based on
current signal conditions for the networks which can lead to a poor call experience. This
disclosure describes techniques for the preferential selection of Wi-Fi calling as a calling mode
for a user device based on a particular wireless local area network (WLAN). A user can specify a
set of wireless network identifiers (SSIDs) for which Wi-Fi calling mode is preferred. When the
device is connected to a network in the preferred set, Wi-Fi calling is automatically selected
when placing or receiving phone calls on the user device. The user can provide such preferences
at a time of initial setup of a mobile phone or other device, or during its subsequent usage.
Techniques of this disclosure enhance user experience of phone calls via a Wi-Fi capable user
device by enabling users to dynamically specify a calling mode without the need to specify the
Wi-Fi calling preference change each time when placing a call, e.g., using a dialer application on
the device.
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BACKGROUND
Cellular network operators commonly allow users to utilize a cellular network as well as
a wireless local area network (WLAN) to place and receive calls on their mobile devices (mobile
phones). Voice over Wi-Fi (VoWi-Fi), also referred to as Voice over Wireless LAN (VoLAN),
or Wi-Fi calling, uses a wireless broadband network instead of a cellular network to route calls
from cellular-capable mobile devices such as mobile phones, watches, etc. This option provides
additional service coverage in areas where cellular coverage is weak, but where Wi-Fi coverage
is strong, enabling users to still make and receive calls in such areas.
For example, Wi-Fi calling can be particularly useful for users in rural areas who have
Wi-Fi based network connectivity, but poor or no cellular service coverage. Wi-Fi is also useful
for users with cellular (e.g., 3G, 4G, LTE, etc.) dead zones in some parts of their homes (e.g.,
basements) and can effectively enable a ubiquitous calling experience for the user. When a user
selects Wi-Fi calling as a calling mode preference, the device selects either a Wi-Fi network or a
cellular network to route calls, based on the network for which the device measures superior
signal quality. However, when the user is in poor cellular coverage areas and/or fringe cellular
coverage areas, a device may sometimes shift between Wi-Fi calling and cellular IP Multimedia
Subsystem (IMS) calling modes based on current signal conditions for the networks. This can
lead to a poor call experience.
DESCRIPTION
This disclosure describes techniques for the preferential selection of Wi-Fi calling as a
calling mode for a device based on a particular wireless local area network (WLAN) that it is
connected to. Per techniques of this disclosure, a user can specify a set of service set identifiers
(SSIDs, that identify Wi-Fi access points) for which Wi-Fi calling is the preferred calling mode.
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When the device is connected to a WLAN that is included in the specified preferred set, Wi-Fi
calling is automatically selected as the preferred calling mode.

Fig. 1: Wi-Fi calling is used when the device is connected to specific networks
Fig. 1 depicts example Wi-Fi calling settings, per techniques of this disclosure. The
settings can be updated by the user at a time of setting up a user device, or during subsequent
usage. For example, a prompt can be provided to a user at a time of initial setup of the device
and/or establishment of a WLAN connection to a home or office network.
As depicted in Fig. 1(a), the settings may be updated via a Wi-Fi calling settings (120)
option on a mobile device (110). Fig. 1(b) depicts an example of activation of dynamic Wi-Fi
calling (130), and the specification of preferred SSIDs (140) by the user. The preferred SSIDs
may also be specified by the media access control address (MAC) address of a network device.
When a preferred SSID is available to the device, calls are automatically routed over the WLAN
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provided by the device and switching between Wi-Fi and cellular networks is disabled, thus
improving the user experience of calls.
Techniques of this disclosure enhance user experience of phone calls via a Wi-Fi capable
user device by enabling users to dynamically specify a calling mode without the need to specify
the Wi-Fi calling preference change each time when placing a call, e.g., using a dialer
application on the device.
Further to the descriptions above, a user may be provided with controls allowing the user
to make an election as to both if and when systems, programs, or features described herein may
enable the collection of user information (e.g., information about a user’s wireless networks,
cellular coverage for a user device, a user’s preferences, or a user’s current location), and if the
user is sent content or communications from a server. In addition, certain data may be treated in
one or more ways before it is stored or used so that personally identifiable information is
removed. For example, a user’s identity may be treated so that no personally identifiable
information can be determined for the user, or a user’s geographic location may be generalized
where location information is obtained (such as to a city, ZIP code, or state level) so that a
particular location of a user cannot be determined. Thus, the user may have control over what
information is collected about the user, how that information is used, and what information is
provided to the user.
CONCLUSION
This disclosure describes techniques for the preferential selection of Wi-Fi calling as a
calling mode for a user device based on a particular wireless local area network (WLAN). A user
can specify a set of wireless network identifiers (SSIDs) for which Wi-Fi calling mode is
preferred. When the device is connected to a network in the preferred set, Wi-Fi calling is
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automatically selected when placing or receiving phone calls on the user device. The user can
provide such preferences at a time of initial setup of a mobile phone or other device, or during its
subsequent usage. Techniques of this disclosure enhance user experience of phone calls via a
Wi-Fi capable user device by enabling users to dynamically specify a calling mode without the
need to specify the Wi-Fi calling preference change each time when placing a call, e.g., using a
dialer application on the device.
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